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ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF RATIONAL KNOTS 373

3. The classification of unoriented rational knots

In this section we shall prove Schubert's theorem for unoriented rational

knots. It is convenient to say that reduced fractions p/q and p'/V are

arithmetically equivalent, written p/q ~ p'/q', if p — pf and either qq' 1

mod p or q cf mod p. We shall call two rational tangles arithmetically
equivalent if their fractions are arithmetically equivalent. In this language,
Schubert's theorem states that two unoriented rational tangles close to form

isotopic knots if and only if they are arithmetically equivalent.
We only need to consider numerator closures of rational tangles, since

the denominator closure of a tangle T is simply the numerator closure of
its rotate — From the discussions in Section 2 a rational tangle may be

assumed to be in continued fraction form and by Remark 1, the length of a

rational tangle may be assumed to be odd. A rational knot is said to be in
standard form, in continued fraction form, alternating or in canonical form
if it is the numerator closure of a rational tangle that is in standard form,
in continued fraction form, alternating or in canonical form respectively. By
the alternating property of rational knots we may assume all rational knot
diagrams to be alternating. The diagrams and the isotopies of the rational
knots are meant to take place in the 2-sphere and not in the plane.

Figure 12

Twisting the bottom of a tangle

Bottom twists. The simplest instance of two rational tangles being non-
isotopic but having isotopic numerators is adding a number of twists at the
bottom of a tangle, see Figure 12. Indeed, let be a rational tangle and let
T* l/[n] be the tangle obtained from T by adding n bottom twists, for any
ne Z. We have N(T * l/[n]) - N(T), but *l/[«]) F(l/([n] + 1

l/(n+l/F(D); so, if
F(T)=p/q,
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then

F(T * l/[n]) p/(np + q)f

thus the two tangles are not isotopic. If we set np + q qf we have q q'
mod p, just as Theorem 2 predicts.

Reducing all possible bottom twists of a rational tangle yields a rational
p
Q

\P\>\Q\

tangle with fraction ~ such that

To see this, suppose that we are dealing with with P < Q' and both P and

Q! positive (we leave it to the reader to fill in the details for Q negative).
Then

P 11 1

Q! QL^ p n + § l
P/Q

where

Qf np + Q Q mod P,

for n and ß positive and Q < P. So, by the Conway Theorem, the

rational tangle [^r] differs from the tangle [£] by n bottom twists, and

' N([gJ). Figure 13 illustrates an example of this arithmetic. Note
Lq/j UU.W, — — -6- LßJ

so N([0
that a tangle with fraction £ such that |P| > \Q\ always ends with a number
of horizontal twists. So, if T [aa], • • •, [an]] then a\ ^ 0. If T is in
twist form then T will not have any top or bottom twists. We shall say that

a rational tangle whose fraction satisfies the above inequality is in reduced

form.

[3/11] [[0],[3],[1],[2]]

&>
N([3/11])~N([[1],[2]J) N([3/2])

N([3/11])

FIGURE 13

Reducing the bottom twists
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The proof of Theorem 2 now proceeds in two stages. First, (in 3.1) we look
for all possible places where we could cut a rational knot K open to a rational

tangle, and we show that all cuts that open K to other rational tangles give
tangles arithmetically equivalent to the tangle T. Second, (in 3.2) given two
isotopic reduced alternating rational knot diagrams, we have to check that the

rational tangles that they open to are arithmetically equivalent. By the solution
to the Tait Conjecture these isotopic knot diagrams will differ by a sequence
of flypes. So we analyze what happens when a flype is performed on K.

3.1 The cuts

Let K be a rational knot that is the numerator closure of a rational
tangle T. We will look for all 'rational' cuts on TT. In our study of cuts

we shall assume that T is in reduced canonical form. The more general case
where T is in reduced alternating twist form is completely analogous and we
make a remark at the end of the subsection. Moreover, the cut analysis in the
case where a\ 0 is also completely analogous for all cuts with appropriate
adjustments. There are three types of rational cuts.

open to
the tangle

02 • open toS - isotopy the tangle

Figure 14

Standard cuts

The standard cuts. The tangle T [fa], fa],..., fa]] is said to arise
as the standard cut on KN(T).Ifwe cut K at another pair of 'vertical'
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points that are adjacent to the ith crossing of the elementary tangle [a\]
(counting from the outside towards the inside of T) we obtain the alternating
rational tangle in twist form V [[a\ - /], [<z2], • • •, [an]] + [i]. Clearly, this
tangle is isotopic to T by a sequence of flypes that send all the horizontal
twists to the right of the tangle. See the right hand illustration of Figure 14

for i 2. Thus, by the Conway Theorem, T' will have the same fraction
as T. Any such cut on K shall be called a standard cut on K.

The SPECIAL CUTS. A key example of the arithmetic relationship of the

classification of rational knots is illustrated in Figure 15. The two tangles
T [—3] and S [1] + ^ are non-isotopic by the Conway Theorem, since

F(T) —3 3/ — 1, while F(S) =1 + 1/2 3/2. But they have isotopic
numerators: N(T) ~ N(S), the left-handed trefoil. Now —1=2 mod 3,

confirming Theorem 2.

We now analyze the above example in general. Let K N(T), where

T [hu], [<22], • • • 5 lan]] • Since T is assumed to be in reduced form, it
follows that a\ ^ 0, so T can be written in the form T [+1] +R or

T [— 1] +R, and the tangle R is also rational.

The indicated horizontal crossing [+1] of the tangle T [+1] +R, whicl
is the first crossing of [a\] and the last created crossing of T, may also be

seen as a vertical one. So, instead of cutting the diagram K open at the twc
standard cutpoints to obtain the tangle T, we cut at the two other marked

'horizontal' points on the first crossing of the subtangle [a\] to obtain a new

2-tangle Tf (see Figure 16). T' is clearly rational, since R is rational. The

tangle T' is said to arise as the special cut on K.
We would like to identify this rational tangle T'. For this reason we first

swing the upper arc of K down to the bottom of the diagram in order to free

the region of the cutpoints. By our convention for the signs of crossings in

T= [-3]

Figure 15

An example of the special cut
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Figure 16

Preparing for the special cut

terms of the checkerboard shading, this forces all crossings of T to change

sign from positive to negative and vice versa. We then rotate K by 90° on

its plane (see right-hand illustration of Figure 16). This forces all crossings
of T to change from horizontal to vertical and vice versa. In particular, the

marked crossing [+1], that was seen as a vertical one in T, will now look
as a horizontal [—1] in T'. In fact, this will be the only last horizontal
crossing of T', since all other crossings of [a\] are now vertical. So, if
T [[ax], [a2],\an]] then R |[ax - 1], [a2\..., \an]] and

Tf [[-ll[l-ail[-a2l...d-an]\-
Note that if the crossings of K were all of negative type, thus all the at's would
be negative, the tangle T' would be T' [[+1], [-1 — a\], [~a2],..., [~an]\.
In the example of Figure 15 if we took R [-2], then T — [-1] + R and
T' S=[[+1],[+2]].

The special cut is best illustrated in Figure 17. We consider the rational
knot diagram K 7V([-Fl] +R). (We analyze N([-l] +R) in the same way.)
As we see here, a sequence of isotopies and cutting K open allow us to read
the new tangle:

T [-1] - R
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open
>

to obtain

Figure 17

The tangle of the special cut

From the above we have iV([+l]+P) ~ N{[— 1] — ^). Let now the fractions
of T,R and T be F(T) P/Q, F(R) p/q and F(T') P'/ß' respectively.
Then

The two fractions are different, thus the two rational tangles that give rise to
the same rational knot are not isotopic. We observe that P P/ and

This arithmetic equivalence demonstrates another case for Theorem 2. Notice

that, although both the bottom twist and the special cut fall into the same

arithmetic equivalence, the arithmetic of the special cut is more subtle than

the arithmetic of the bottom twist.

If we cut K at the two lower horizontal points of the first crossing of
[a\] we obtain the same rational tangle T. Also, if we cut at any other pair
of upper or lower horizontal adjacent points of the subtangle [a\] we obtain

a rational tangle in twist form isotopic to T'. Such a cut shall be called a

special cut. See Figure 18 for an example. Finally, we may cut K at any

pair of upper or lower horizontal adjacent points of the subtangle [^]. We

shall call this a special palindrome cut. We will discuss this case after having

analyzed the last type of a cut, the palindrome cut.

F(T) F([+1] +R) l+p/q (p + q)/q P/Q

while

F(T'y F([-l] - 1 /R)-1 -q/ppj

q=—p mod (p+ q)<£=>Q Q! mod P.
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Figure 18

A special cut

Note. We would like to point out that the horizontal-vertical ambiguity

of the last crossing of a rational tangle T — [[a\ [an-\], [an]],
which with the special cut on K N(T) gives rise to the tangle
[[=F 1], [dzl — ai], [—a2], • • •, [—<z«]L is very similar to the horizontal-vertical

ambiguity of the first crossing that does not change the tangle and it gives
rise to the tangle continued fraction [[a\],..., [<z„_i], [an =F 1], [±1]].

Remark 2. A special cut is nothing more than the addition of a bottom
twist. Indeed, as Figure 19 illustrates, applying a positive bottom twist to the

tangle T' of the special cut yields the tangle S ([-1] — l/R) * [+1],
and we find that if F(R) p/q then F([+l] -f R) (p + q)jq while

^(([-1] - l/R)* [+1]) 1/(1 + l/(— 1 — q/p)) (pJrq)/q. Thus we see that
the fractions of T [+1] +R and S ([-1] - l/R) * [+1] are equal and by
the Conway Theorem the tangle S is isotopic to the original tangle T of the
standard cut. The isotopy move is nothing but the transfer move of Figure 11.

The isotopy is illustrated in Figure 19. Here we used the Flipping Lemma.

Figure 19

Special cuts and bottom twists
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The palindrome cuts. In Figure 20 we see that the tangles

T [[2], [3], [4]] [2] +
1

and

S =[[4], [3], [2]] [4] +

[3] +M

[31 +&
both have the same numerator closure. This is another key example of the

basic relationship given in the classification of rational knots.

In the general case if T — [[<2j], \a{\,.... [an]], we shall call the tangle
S [[an], \an-1 [«l ]] the palindrome of T. Clearly these tangles have

the same numerator : K N{T) — N(S). Cutting open K to yield T is the

standard cut, while cutting to yield S shall be called the palindrome cut on K.

T [2] + 1/( [3] + 1/[4]
\

S [4] + 1/( [3] + 1/[2]

N(T) N(S)

Figure 20

An instance of the palindrome equivalence

The tangles in Figure 20 have corresponding fractions

1 30 1 30
TO 2+3TI Î3 ^ F(5) 4+3TI r-

Note that 7 • 13 1 mod 30. This is the other instance of the arithmetic
behind the classification of rational knots in Theorem 2. In order to check the

arithmetic in the general case of the palindrome cut we need to generalize
this pattern to arbitrary continued fractions and their palindromes (obtained

by reversing the order of the terms). Then we have the following

THEOREM 4 (Palindrome Theorem). Let {^i, ^2? • • • an} be a collection of
n non-zero integers, and let [<21,^2, • • • ^n] and ^7 [an,an-1,... ,a\].
Then P Pf and QQ' (-l)n+1 mod P.
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The Palindrome Theorem is a known result about continued fractions.

For example see [35] or [16], p. 25, Exercise 2.1.9. We shall give here our

proof of this statement. For this we will first present a way of evaluating
continued fractions via 2x2 matrices (compare with [11], [18]). This method

of evaluation is crucially important in our work in the rest of the paper. Let

I [<22, (23,..., an\. Then we have :

1 q d\p + q p'
[(2i, (22, an] — (2i + y — d\ ~\ — — —

q P P q

Taking the convention that [(q)] := f > with our usual conventions for formal

fractions such as we can thus write a corresponding matrix equation in
the form

(ax 1\ (p\ _(d\p + q\ _(p'\
U Oj \q) V P J W) '

We let

J).
The matrices M(ßi) are said to be the generating matrices for continued
fractions, as we have:

Lemma 1 (Matrix interpretation for continued fractions). For any sequence
of non-zero integers {ax,a2,... ,an} the value of the corresponding continued
fraction is given through the following matrix product

[aua2,..«ian] [M(ax)M(a2) • • • M(an) • v]

where

Proof We observe that

[M(an) Q] [(ffj]=an ian]

and

Now the lemma follows by induction.
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Proofof the palindrome theorem. We wish to compare ^ [a\, <22,..., an]

and ^7 [an, an_ 1,..., dq]. By Lemma 1 we can write

P P'
— [M(ai)M(a2) • • • M(an) • v] and — [M(a„)M(a„_i) • • • M(ai) • v].

Let

M — M(fli)Af(a2) • * *

and

Then £ [M • v] and ^7 [M/ • We observe that

M(ai)M(a2)• • -M(a„))r - (M(an))T(M{an_x))T i))r
M(a„)M(a„_!) • • -A/fa)

since M(ai) is symmetric, where MT is the transpose of T. Thus

M' — Mt

Let

M
X Y

Z U

In order that the equations [M v] — g and [Mr • ^] L_ are satisfied it is

necessary that X P, X P', Z Q and Y Qf. That is, we should have :

Furthermore, since the determinant of M(a;) is equal to — 1, we have that

det(M) (-If.
Thus

PU-QQ' (-\ )n,

so that

ôô' a (-1)"+1 mod

and the proof of the Theorem is complete.
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Remark 3. Note in the argument above that the entries of the matrix

M ^ ^ I of a given continued fraction \a\, a2, an] £ involve
\Q uJ

also the evaluation of its palindrome [.an, an-1,,.., a\] ^
Returning now to the analysis of the palindrome cut, we apply Theorem 4

in order to evaluate the fraction of palindrome rational tangles T [^] and

S — [^7]. From the above analysis we have P P. Also, by our assumption

these tangles have continued fraction forms with odd length n, so we have

the relation
QQf 1 mod P

and this is the second of the arithmetic relations of Theorem 2.

If we cut K N(T) at any other pair of 'vertical' points of the subtangle

[an] we obtain a rational tangle in twist form isotopic to the palindrome
tangle S. Any such cut shall be called a palindrome cut.

Having analyzed the arithmetic of the palindrome cuts we can now return
to the special palindrome cuts on the subtangle [an]. These may be considered

as special cuts on the palindrome tangle S. So, the fraction of the tangle of
such a cut will satisfy the first type of arithmetic relation of Theorem 2

with the fraction of 5, namely a relation of the type q q[ mod p, which,
consequently, satisfies the second type of arithmetic relation with the fraction
of T, namely a relation of the type qtf I mod p. In the end a special
palindrome cut will satisfy an arithmetic relation of the second type. This
concludes the arithmetic study of the rational cuts.

T'

Figure 21

A non-rational cut

We now claim that the above listing of the three types of rational cuts is
a complete catalog of cuts that can open the link to a rational tangle : the
standard cuts, the special cuts and the palindrome cuts. This is the crux of
our proof.
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In Figure 21 we illustrate one example of a cut that is not rational. This is

a possible cut made in the middle of the representative diagram N(T). Here

we see that if T' is the tangle obtained from this cut, so that N(T') — K, then

D(T') is a connected sum of two non-trivial knots. Hence the denominator
K' — D(Tf) is not prime. Since we know that both the numerator and the

denominator of a rational tangle are prime (see [5], p. 91 or [19], Chapter 4,

pp. 32-40), it follows that T' is not a rational tangle. Clearly the above

argument is generic. It is not hard to see by enumeration that all possible
cuts with the exception of the ones we have described will not give rise to
rational tangles. We omit the enumeration of these cases.

This completes the proof that all of the rational tangles that close to a

given standard rational knot diagram are arithmetically equivalent.

/ ÈW 23 3^—^ Js/vV vV\( \YY\,(YYV/C/' j tdbw/
Special cutsStandard cuts

Palindrome cuts Special palindrome cuts

Figure 22

Standard, special, palindrome and special palindrome cuts

In Figure 22 we illustrate on a representative rational knot in 3-strand-
braid form all the cuts that exhibit that knot as a closure of a rational tangle.
Each pair of points is marked with the same number.

Remark 4. It follows from the above analysis that if T is a rational tangle
in twist form, which is isotopic to the standard form [[a\\, [a2],..., [an]], then

all arithmetically equivalent rational tangles can arise by any cut of the above

types either on the crossings that add up to the subtangle [ai] or on the

crossings of the subtangle \an].

3.2 The flypes

Diagrams for knots and links are represented on the surface of the two-

sphere, S2, and then notationally on a plane for purposes of illustration.
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Let K N(T) be a rational link diagram with T a rational tangle in

twist form. By an appropriate sequence of flypes (recall Definition 1) we

may assume, without loss of generality, that T is alternating and in continued

fraction form, i.e. T is of the form T — [[a\],[<22],... t [an]] with the afls
all positive or all negative. From the ambiguity of the first crossing of a

rational tangle we may assume that n is odd. Moreover, from the analysis

of the bottom twists in the previous subsection we may assume that T is in
reduced form. Then the numerator K N(T) will be a reduced alternating
knot diagram. This follows from the primality of K.

Let K and K' be two isotopic, reduced, alternating rational knot diagrams.

By the Tait Conjecture they will differ by a finite sequence of flypes. In
considering how rational knots can be cut open to produce rational tangles,

we will examine how the cuts are affected by flyping. We analyze all possible
flypes to prove that it is sufficient to consider the cuts on a single alternating
reduced diagram for a given rational knot K. Hence the proof will be complete
at that point. We need first two definitions and an observation about flypes.

Definition 3. We shall call region of a flype the part of the knot diagram
that contains precisely the subtangle and the crossing that participate in the

flype. The region of a flype can be enclosed by a simple closed curve on the

plane that intersects the tangle in four points.

Definition 4. A pancake flip of a knot diagram in the plane is an
isotopy move that rotates the diagram by 180° in space around a horizontal
or vertical axis on its plane and then it replaces it on the plane. Note that
any knot diagram in S2 can be regarded as a knot diagram in a plane.

N([+1]+R)

Figure 23

Decomposing into A([=L1] + R)
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In fact, the pancake flip is actually obtained by flypes so long as we allow
as background moves isotopies of the diagram in S2. To see this, note as

in Figure 23 that we can assume without loss of generality that the diagram
in question is of the form iV([±l] + R) for some tangle R not necessarily
rational. (Isolate one crossing at the 'outer edge' of the diagram in the plane
and decompose the diagram into this crossing and a complementary tangle,
as shown in Figure 23.) In order to place the diagram in this form we only
need to use isotopies of the diagram in the plane.

i Pancake js2- isotopy

Figure 24

Pancake flip

Note now, as in Figure 24, that the pancake flip applied to V([±l] -F R)

yields a diagram that can be Obtained by a combination of a planar isotopy,
S2 -isotopies and a flype. (By an S2 -isotopy we mean the sliding of an arc

around the back of the sphere.) This is valid for R any 2-tangle. We will use

this remark in our study of rational knots and links.

We continue with a general remark about the form of a.flype in any
knot or link in S2. View Figure 25. First look at parts A and B of this

figure. Diagram A is shown as a composition of a crossing and two tangles
P and Q. Part B is obtained from a flype of part A, where the flype
is applied to the crossing in conjunction with the tangle P. This is the

general pattern of the application of a flype. The flype is applied to a

composition of a crossing with a tangle, while the rest of the diagram can

be regarded as contained within a second tangle that is left fixed under the

flyping.
Now look at diagrams C and D. Diagram D is obtained by a flype using

Q and a crossing on diagram C. But diagram C is isotopic by a planar isotopy
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planar isotopy
pancake fa

flip and | S*- isotopy

/>

Figure 25

The complementary flype

to diagram A, and diagrams B and D are related by a pancake flip (combined
with an isotopy that swings two arcs around S2). Thus we see that:

Up to a pancake flip one can choose to keep either of the tangles P

Q fixed in performing a flype.
or

Let now K — N(T) and K' N(T') be two reduced alternating rational
knot diagrams that differ by a flype. The rational tangles T and T' are

in reduced alternating twist form and without loss of generality T may be

assumed to be in continued fraction form. Then, recall from Section 2 that
the region of the flype on K can either include a rational truncation of T or
some crossings of a subtangle [ai], see Figure 26. In the first case the two
subtangles into which K decomposes are both rational and each will be called
the complementary tangle of the other. In the second case the flype has really
trivial effect and the complementary tangle is not rational, unless i — 1 or n.

Figure 26

Flypes of rational knots
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For the outpoints of T on K N(T) there are three possibilities :

1. they are outside the region of the flype,

2. they are inside the flyped subtangle,

3. they are inside the region of the flype and outside the flyped subtangle.

If the outpoints are outside the region of the flype, then the flype is taking
place inside the tangle T and so there is nothing to check, since the new
tangle is isotopic and thus arithmetically equivalent to T.

We concentrate now on the first case of the region of a flype. If the

outpoints are inside the flyped subtangle then, by Figure 25, this flype can
be seen as a flype of the complementary tangle followed by a pancake flip.
The region of the flype of the complementary tangle does not contain the cut

points, so it is a rational flype that isotopes the tangle to itself. The pancake

flip also does not affect the arithmetic, because its effect on the level of the

tangle T is simply a horizontal or a vertical flip, and we know that a flipped
rational tangle is isotopic to itself.

If the region of the flype encircles a number of crossings of some [af\

then the cutpoints cannot lie in the region, unless i— 1 or n. If the cutpoints
do not lie in the region of the flype, there is nothing to check. If they do, then
the complementary tangle is isotopic to T, and the pancake flip produces an

isotopic tangle.

Finally, if the cutpoints are inside the region of the flype and outside the

flyped subtangle, i.e. they are near the crossing of the flype, then there are

three cases to check. These are illustrated in Figure 27.

(i)

(ü)

(iü)

< R 1

< R

< R

flype

flype

flype

x
x
X

Figure 27

Flype and cut interaction

In each of these cases the flype is illustrated with respect to a crossing
and a tangle R that is a subtangle of the link K N(T). Cases (i) and
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(ii) are taken care of by the trick of the complementary flype. Namely, as in

Figure 25, we transfer the crossing of the flype around S2. Using this crossing

we do a tangle flype of the complementary tangle, then we do a horizontal

pancake flip and finally an S2-isotopy, to end up with the right-hand sides of
Figure 27.

In case (iii) we note that after the flype the position of the cut points is

outside the region of a flyping move that can be performed on the diagram
K' to return to the original diagram K, see Figure 28. This means that

after performing the return flype the tangle T is isotopic to the tangle T".
One can now observe that if the original cut produces a rational tangle, then
the cut after the returned flype also produces a rational tangle, and this is

arithmetically equivalent to the tangle T. More precisely, the tangle T" is the

result of a special cut on N(T).

N(T) N(T') N(T")

Figure 28

Flype and special cut

With the above argument we conclude the proof of the main direction of
Theorem 2. From our analysis it follows that:

If K N(T) is a rational knot diagram with T a rational tangle then, up
to bottom twists, any other rational tangle that closes to this knot is available
as a cut on the given diagram.

We will now show the converse. We wish to show that if two rational
tangles are arithmetically equivalent, then their numerators are isotopic knots.
Let TuT2 be rational tangles with F(T\) | and F(T2) |r, with \p\ > \q\
and \p\ > \q'\,and assume first qq'1 mod p. If | with
n odd, and ,a\]isthe corresponding palindrome continued
fraction, then it follows from the Palindrome Theorem that qc{' 1 mod p.
Furthermore, it follows by induction that in a product of the form

M(a,)M{a2)---M{an)=(P
\q u J

we have that p>qandp>q",q>and q" > u whenever
aua2,...,an are positive integers. (With the exception in the case of
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M( 1) where the first two inequalities are replaced by equalities.) The
induction step involves multiplying a matrix in the above form by one

more matrix M(a), and observing that the inequalities persist in the product
matrix.

Hence, in our discussion we can conclude that \p\ > \q"\. Since \p\ > \q'\
and \p\ > \q"\, it follows that q' q", since they are both reduced

residue solutions of a mod p equation with a unique solution. Hence

\an, an_i,..., a\] |r, and, by the uniqueness of the canonical form for
rational tangles, T2 has to be:

T2 \ß-n— 1 ]? • • • i \ß\W -

For these tangles we know that N{T\) — N(T2). Let now T2 be another

rational tangle with fraction

By the Conway Theorem, this is the fraction of the rational tangle

P 1

q' + kp

1

jr + lk]

Hence we have (recall the analysis of the bottom twists) :

Finally, let F(St) f and F(S2) Then

1

q + kp j+k'
which is the fraction of the rational tangle
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We close the section with two remarks.

Remark 5. In the above discussion about flypes we used the fact that

the tangles and flyping tangles involved were rational. One can consider the

question of arbitrary alternating tangles T that close to form links isotopic

to a given alternating diagram K. Our analysis of cuts occurring before and

after a flype goes through to show that for every alternating tangle T, that

closes to a diagram isotopic to a given alternating diagram K, there is a cut

on the diagram K that produces a tangle that is arithmetically equivalent to

T. Thus it makes sense to consider the collection of tangles that close to an

arbitrary alternating link up to this arithmetic equivalence. In the general case

of alternating links this shows that on a given diagram of the alternating link
we can consider all cuts that produce alternating tangles and thereby obtain
all such tangles, up to a certain arithmetical equivalence, that close to links

isotopic to K.
Even for rational links there can be more than one equivalence class

of such tangles. For example, N(l/[3] + l/[3]) N([-6]) and F(l/[3] +
1 /[3 ]) 2/3 while E([-6]) -6. Since these fractions have different
numerators their tangles (one of which is not rational) lie in different
equivalence classes. These remarks lead us to consider the set of arithmetical
equivalence classes of altenating tangles that close to a given alternating
link and to search for an analogue of Schubert's Theorem in this general
setting.

Remark 6. DNA supercoils, replicates and recombines with the help
of certain enzymes. Site-specific recombination is one of the ways nature
alters the genetic code of an organism, either by moving a block of DNA
to another position on the molecule or by integrating a block of alien DNA
into a host genome. In [7] it was made possible for the first time to see

knotted DNA in an electron micrograph with sufficient resolution to actually
identify the topological type of these knots and links. It was possible to design
an experiment involving successive DNA recombinations and to examine the
topology of the products. In [7] the knotted DNA produced by such successive
recombinations was consistent with the hypothesis that all recombinations were
of the type of a positive half twist as in [+1]. Then D.W. Sumners and
C. Ernst [9] proposed a tangle model for successive DNA recombinations and
showed, in the case of the experiments in question, that there was no other
topological possibility for the recombination mechanism than the positive half
twist [+1]. Their work depends essentially on the classification theorem for
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rational knots. This constitutes a unique use of topological mathematics as a

theoretical underpinning for a problem in molecular biology.

4. Rational knots and their mirror images

In this section we give an application of Theorem 2. An unoriented knot
or link K is said to be achiral if it is topologically equivalent to its mirror
image —K. If a link is not equivalent to its mirror image then it is said

be chiral. One then can speak of the chirality of a given knot or link,
meaning whether it is chiral or achiral. Chirality plays an important role in
the applications of knot theory to chemistry and molecular biology. In [8] the

authors find an explicit formula for the number of achiral rational knots among
all rational knots with n crossings. It is interesting to use the classification
of rational knots and links to determine their chirality. Indeed, we have the

following well-known result (for example see [35] and [16], p. 24, Exercise

2.1.4; compare also with [31]):

THEOREM 5. Let K — N(T) be an unoriented rational knot or link,
presented as the numerator of a rational tangle T. Suppose that F{T)
p/q with p and q relatively prime. Then K is achiral if and only if
q2 — 1 mod p. It follows that the tangle T has to be of the form
[[aß, \a2], •.., [aß, [aß,..., [a2], [aß] for any integers au...,ak.

Note that in this description we are using a representation of the tangle
with an even number of terms. The leftmost twists [aß are horizontal, thus

\p\ > \q\. The rightmost starting twists are then vertical.

Proof With — T the mirror image of the tangle T, we have that

—K N{—T) and F{—T) — p/(—q). If K is isotopic to —K, it follows from
the classification theorem for rational knots that either q{—q) 1 mod p or

q=—q mod p. Without loss of generality we can assume that 0 < q < p.
Hence 2q is not divisible by p and therefore it is not the case that q m —q

mod p. Hence q2 m —1 mod p.

Conversely, if q2 — 1 mod p, then it follows from the Palindrome

Theorem that the continued fraction expansion of p/q has to be palindromic
with an even number of terms. To see this, let p/q [c\,. cn] with n

even, and let p'/q' [cn,...,cß. The Palindrome theorem tells us that

p' —p and that q q' — 1 mod p. Thus we have that both q and f satisfy
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